We consider the asymptotic analysis and some existence result on blowing up solutions for a semilinear elliptic equation in dimension 2 with nonlinear exponential term, singular sources and Dirichlet boundary condition.
Introduction
We are concerned with the study of a class of two-dimensional semilinear elliptic problems with exponential nonlinearity and possibly singular data given by Dirac masses. The regular problem, when no singular data is present, is of interest in conformal geometry [Au] , statistical mechanics [CLMP1] - [CLMP2] and several other areas of applied mathematics, and has been widely investigated in the past years. While, the singular problem has been considered more recently, as it naturally arises in the study of vortices in various selfdual Gauge field theories, see [BBH] , [Ya] and references therein. In all those contexts, there is a definite interest to construct solutions which "blow up"and "concentrate"at a set of given points, whose location carries relevant information about the geometrical/physical properties of the problem under exam.
A physical model
To motivate the relevance of singular Liouville problems, we present the abelian Chern-Simons model, which is a planar theory introduced in the 90 to describe interesting phenomena in anyonic particle physics such as the high critical temperature superconductivity and the quantum Hall effect. The Higgs-Chern-Simons theory, proposed by Hong-Kim-Pac [HKP] and Jackiw-Weinberger [JW] , is described by the Lagrangean density
where the (dimensionless) coupling constant k is known as the Chern-Simons parameter and {ε αβγ } is the totally antisymmetric tensor with ε 012 = 1. The variables A, φ are defined over the Minkowski space (R 1+2 , g ) and the metric tensor g = diag (1, −1, −1) is used to lower and raise indices. The potential field A = −i 2 α=0 A α dx α , a 1-form, is specified by the components: A α : R 1+2 → R, α = 0, 1, 2, and the Higgs field φ is a complex valued function φ : R 1+2 → C.
The Maxwell gauge field F A = − i 2 2 α,β=0 F αβ dx α ∧ dx β , a 2-form, is specified by the components:
The covariant derivative D A weakly couples the Higgs field φ with the potential field A:
Note that the gauge field F A can be seen as the curvature associated to the connection A.
In superconductivity, φ plays the role of an ordering parameter, and so |φ| measures the number density of the (superconductive) Cooper pairs. So, where φ = 0 we have a normal state, while |φ| > 0 gives a mixed state and |φ| = 1 (in this normalization of constants) gives a perfect superconductive state. The Gauge invariance of the theory is given by the tranformation:
for any real function ω over R 1+2 . Notice that, although the Lagrangean density is not invariant under such Gauge transformations, the associated second-order Euler-Lagrange equations do have such an invariance. The Euler-Lagrange equations are very difficult to handle analitically, but fortunately the structure of L allows a selfdual first-order factorization which in the static case takes the following form:
Equation (1) is a Gauge invariant version of the Cauchy-Riemann equation and implies holomorphictype properties for the Higgs field φ. In particular, we see that φ admits a finite number of zeroes p 1 , . . . , p N with integral multiplicities α 1 , . . . , α N , which are known as the vortex points and therefore represent defects of the superconductive state. Moreover, the Gauge invariant quantity u = log |φ|
Putting together (3) with (2) we arrive at the following elliptic equation:
Conversely, given u be a solution of (4) we can recast a vortex solution (A, φ) for the selfdual system by setting
This point of view has been used for the first time by Taubes for the abelian Maxwell-Higgs theory [Ta] and it reduces the search of selfdual Chern-Simons vortices to solve some semilinear elliptic equation.
A "model" problem
Motivated by equations in the form of (4), we are interested to analyze the elliptic equation:
where Ω is a smooth domain in R 2 , p 1 , . . . , p N are assigned distinct points in Ω, α i > 0 and 0 < a ≤ V (z) ≤ b. In terms of the regular part v of u, we are lead equivalently to study:
Equations of the form:
supplemented by some finite energy condition, are "almost"invariant under the scale transformation:
which is responsible for a compactness failure and it relates to solutions for the limit problem:
By the results in [CLi] , [CW] , [Lio] and [PT] , a complete classification is available and gives that
There are a lot of deep results on this topic, from a Concentration/Compactness Principle to a complete description of the blow up profile, from sup + inf-inequalities of Harnack type to a general degree formula for the associated Fredholm map. We refer to [Ta3] for an account on the subject which show that, while the situation is completely understood for α = 0, it presents still intriguing aspects in case α > 0.
We address now the question of constructing blow up solutions for the "model" problem since, for instance, in vortex theory the interest in "blowing up"solutions is related to the presence of vortices with strongly localized electromagnetic field. For this purpose, we need to impose appropriate boundary conditions, and we consider Dirichlet boundary conditions even though for the physical applications other choices could be relevant, such as the periodic one. Let us consider a sequence v n satisfying:
with
Denote by G(z, z ) the Green's function of −∆ with Dirichlet boundary condition on Ω and H(z, z ) its regular part defined as
., p N } and Ω = Ω ∩ {K > 0}, and for given m ∈ N and s ∈ {1, .., N } definẽ
which is well defined in (Ω ) m for z i = z j for i = j, and let
., m, j = 1, .., s. An extension to the singular case of the blow up analysis in [BM] is due to [BT2] (see also [BT1] ) and permits to perform an asymptotic analysis in the spirit of [MW] and [Su] for the regular case:
, and v 0 satisfies:
in
and, for n large, v n coincides with the unique minimal solution of (5) (see [CR] ). b) If ρ n → 0 and λ n → λ ≥ 8π, then (up to a subsequence) there exists a non empty finite set
In the sequel, according to whether S ∩ Γ = ∅ or not, we will denote by F the functionF orF + G, and we will speak of concentration whenever condition (6) holds.
We address now the existence of blowing up solutions of (5) for a fixed sequence ρ n → 0. Physical considerations suggest that concentration is more likely to occur at the vortex points p 1 , . . . , p N as the following result shows in a rigorous way:
According to Theorem 1, we know that concentration outside the vortex points is possible only for particular configurations of blow up points. We have:
Both Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 have been inspired by an approach developed by Baraket and Pacard for the regular problem, i.e. {p 1 , . . . , p N } = ∅, in [BP] . In fact, if no singular sources are present, Theorem 3 gives a direct extension of Baraket-Pacard's result to a non constant weight function V (z).
In addition, for the regular problem, in collaboration with M. Grossi and A. Pistoia, we have introduced in [EGP] a different approach in order to remove the assumption on ∆ log V and to replace the non degeneracy condition for the critical point (q 1 , . . . , q k ) of F with a milder stability notion, which holds in particular for strict local minima or maxima and for isolated critical points with non zero topological index. The approach can be used also for the singular problem in the "not-integer" case and gives the general result: 
For the proof of Theorem 4 in case {p j 1 , . . . , p j s } = ∅ we refer to [EGP] . We point out that this method could be very promising in order to handle the singular problem when the Dirac measures appear with integral multiplicities, as needed in the physical applications.
Proof of Theorem 1
The first ingredient is an asymptotic result due to Brezis-Merle [BM] for the regular case and extended by to the singular case (see also [BCLT] , [BT1] , [Ta1] - [Ta2] for some insight on the singular case):
There exists a subsequence {v n k } satisfying one of the following alternatives: either
The second ingredient is contained in following Pohozaev-type identities:
for i = 1, 2 and z 0 ∈ R 2 , where ν(z) is the unit outer normal vector of ∂Ω at z ∈ ∂Ω.
The third ingredient is an L ∞ -bound near the boundary for solutions with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, which is a special feature of dimension two. We have the following result: We easily compute,
and observe that νΩ(z 0 ) = −ν Ω (z 0 ). Since K > 0, we derive < ∇K(y), νΩ(z 0 ) >< 0 for y ∈Ω close to z 0 and r > 0 sufficiently small (depending on z 0 , A and Ω). At this point, to analyzev we can use the moving plane technique as developed in [GNN] . In fact,Ω is strictly convex in z 0 andK decreases near z 0 along the direction νΩ(z 0 ). Moving along a plane orthogonal to νΩ(z 0 ), we can prove that in a neighbourhood of z 0 inΩ (depending only on z 0 , A and Ω) the functionv has no critical points. This reflects on v ensuring that there exists a neighbourhood U z 0 of z 0 in Ω such that v has no critical points in U z0 . Moving z 0 in the compact set ∂Ω, we can find d > 0, depending only on A and Ω, such that v has no critical points in {z ∈ Ω : dist (z, ∂Ω) ≤ d} and then (10) holds.
We are now ready for: Proof (of Theorem 1) a) First of all notice that, in view of Lemma 7 there exists Ω ⊂⊂ Ω relatively compact in Ω such that the set of blow up points of any subsequence of v n is contained in Ω and
We apply Theorem 5 to ξ n = v n + 2 log ρ n . If λ < 8π, then we can exclude alternative (iii) along any subsequence, and obtain that ξ n is locally uniformly bounded from above in Ω. If ρ > 0, the positivity of v n implies that ξ n is uniformly bounded from below inΩ and again, we can exclude alternatives (ii) and (iii) along any subsequence, and conclude that ξ n is locally uniformly bounded in Ω. Hence, thanks to (11), in any case we conclude that ξ n is uniformly bounded from above inΩ, and by the relation ρ 2 n Ke v n = Ke ξ n , we deduce that ρ 2 n Ke v n is uniformly bounded inΩ. By elliptic regularity theory (see [GT] ) we get that v n is bounded in C 1,α (Ω) for any α ∈ (0, 1), and we can take a subsequence with the desired convergence property. b) Apply Theorem 5 to ξ n and note that alternatives (i) and (ii) cannot hold. Otherwise, as in the previous part a), (up to a subsequence) ξ n would be uniformly bounded from above inΩ, and since −∆v n = ρ 2 n Ke v n = Ke ξ n , v n = 0 on ∂Ω, we would also get that v n is uniformly bounded inΩ. Consequently, λ n = ρ 2 n Ω Ke vn → 0, as n → +∞, in contradiction with the fact that λ n → λ > 0. So, alternative (iii) must hold and there exists a finite set S = ∪ i {s i } (blow up set) such that (up to a subsequence) ξ n → −∞ uniformly on compact sets in Ω \ S and Ke ξ n = ρ Let ε > 0 small. By Green's representation formula, we get that
as n → +∞ and ε → 0, uniformly on the set Ω δ := {z ∈ Ω : dist (z, S) ≥ δ} for fixed small δ > 0. We have used the property that i sup |y−s i |≤ε |G(z, y) − G(z, s i )| → 0 as ε → 0 uniformly on Ω δ . Similarly, we can handle the derivatives of v n and prove that
we can use elliptic regularity to conclude that, in fact,
Now we use (8) on B i = B ε (s i ) with z 0 = s i and ε sufficiently small and we obtain
For ε small, for the left hand side we have:
While, for the right hand side we have:
Passing to the limit as ε → 0 we find that b i = 8π if s i / ∈ Γ and b i = 8π(α j + 1) if s i = p j ∈ Γ. Now, let S \ Γ = {q 1 , . . . , q k }, and use (9) on B i = B ε (q i ) with z 0 = q i and ε sufficiently small to obtain: ρ
For the left hand side we get:
for the right hand side we have:
Passing to the limit as ε → 0 we find that
as claimed.
Existence of blowing up solutions
In order to describe the idea beyond Theorems 2-4, we will restrict to the simple case where the concentration set S reduces to a single point. Our construction relies in an essential way: -on the choice of a suitable family of approximating solutions V n ; -on the invertibility, in some sense, of the linearized operator at such approximating solution.
Since we are describing a "single" peak blow up, we denote it by -p if it belongs to {p 1 , . . . , p N } and α is the corresponding multiplicity (cfr. Theorem 2/4); -q if it does not belong to {p 1 , . . . , p N } and is a critical point of F(z) (cfr. Theorem 3/4). Moreover, let us represent the weight function
Let us concentrate first in Theorems 2-3. Following Baraket and Pacard, the aim is to construct a "local profile" around p (or q) which is "glued" with the Green's profile q) ) away from it. Inspired by the classification result for the limit problem, we can define
We work in some weighted Hölder-type spaces (introduced for the first time in [CHS] ), appropriate in order to have a good control for the invertibility of the linearized operator, and we need to take an approximating function sufficiently accurate with respect to these norms. Since ρ n → 0, the function v τ peaks in the origin and it is reasonable to construct an approximating function V n which looks like
The construction is accurate in p. As far as q, first we consider a local peak v τ,γ (z − q), γ ∈ C, where
and, for a suitable choice of γ, we are able to reduce the invertibility of the linearized operator to the invertibility of the Hessian of F at q. Secondly, we need to be more accurate in q, in view of the more degeneracy due to the translations, by taking a local peak of the form v τ,γ (z − q) − P 2 (z), where P 2 (z) is the second-order Taylor polinome of log K(z) in q. By construction, near p we have that
Vn and near q we have that
Vn provided ∆ log V (q) = 0. Now we have to control what it happens in the intermediate zone.
The following expansion holds as n → +∞:
, where
Let us remark that the criticality assumption for q reads in this context as ∂ z F 2 (q) = 0. The accuracy now is satisfactory and, in view of the invertibility (in some sense) of the linearized operator, it is possible to conclude with the aid of a fixed point argument.
We describe now an alternative approach to the existence of "concentrating"solutions, in the spirit of some perturbation method available in higher dimension (cfr. [Ba] , [Re] ). We introduce a perturbation setting in the space H 1 0 (Ω) and try to replace the non-degeneracy assumption for the critical point of F (often very difficult to check in the applications) with a weaker "stable"condition. We define
) 2 with β = α if S = {p} and β = 0 if S = {q}. We look for solutions close in H 1 0 (Ω) to P v τ,p for a suitable τ > 0 in case S = {p}. While, we look for solutions of the form P v τn,ξn + φ n , for suitable τ n > 0, ξ n close to q and φ n a small function in a suitable space, in case S = {q}. Here, P v τ,θ denotes the projection of v τ,θ into H 1 0 (Ω), in other words, P v τ,θ is uniquely defined as satisfying:
, by harmonicity we have
in C 0 (Ω) uniformly for θ away from ∂Ω. Hence, the function P v τ,θ "almost" satisfies:
In case S = {p}, we choose τ (p) = p,p) , and in case S = {q}, we choose τ (ξ) =
K(ξ)
8 e 4πH(ξ,ξ) for any ξ ∈ Ω = Ω ∩ {K > 0}. Thanks to this choice, we obtain that P v τ (p),p and P v τ (ξ),ξ are approximating solutions. Define the operator L in the form:
and set ψ
In a suitable functional space, we have that
As for P v τ,θ , we derive the expansions
Since P ψ 0 τ,θ ∼ const., we have that the projection P ψ 0 τ,θ , up to renormalization, "almost" satisfies:
and, in an "heuristic" way, we do not expect asymptotically the presence of P ψ 0 τ,θ in the kernel of the linearized operator L on Ω. While, in case S = {q} we have that
ρn for j = 1, 2, and so we expect that the projection P ψ j τ,ξ is asymptotically in the kernel of L in Ω. This is the key point of our construction, which displays a different feature of Liouville-type equations in dimension 2 with respect to analogous "critical problems" in higher dimensions.
For simplicity, we will omit in the sequel the apices and pedices. We consider the subspace of H 1 0 (Ω):
and we denote by K ⊥ its orthogonal space and Π, Π ⊥ the corresponding orthogonal projections. We introduce the linear operator L n defined as follows:
where i * is the adjoint operator of the immersion
We have an invertibility property, similar in spirit to a result established in R 2 by Chae-Imanuvilov in [CI] : Proposition 8. There exists N large and a constant c > 0 such that, for any n ≥ N and ξ in a compact subset of Ω = Ω ∩ {K > 0}, we have
In particular, the operator L n is invertible and
The proof is by means of a contradiction argument, see for details [EGP] . Suppose there exist sequences
Via a rescaling argument, we can pass weakly to the limit by finding a non trivial solution φ 0 for the linearized operator on R 2 (whose kernel has dimension 1 in case S = {p} and dimension 3 in case S = {q}). In the limit, the property φ n ∈ K ⊥ gives that φ 0 is orthogonal to ψ j 1,0 , j = 1, 2, in case S = {q}. Once we are able to show that φ 0 gains automatically the orthogonality with respect to ψ 0 1,0 , we reach the contradiction φ 0 = 0. In order to do this, we construct a test function u 0 such that
The first relation indicates that P ψ 0 , which corresponds in the duality with the R.H.S., is "essentially" in the range of L n . The second relation implies that the inverse operator of L n , if it exists, has norm which explodes exactely as | log ρ n |. Multiplying the equation satisfied by φ n for P u 0 and passing to the limit, we obtain the third orthogonality relation. In order to define the test function u 0 , let us consider τ 2 ρ 2 n + |z − θ| 2(1+β) . Now, define u 0 in the following form:
The first two terms in (13) are obtained simply by solving the equation in (12) in the radial case. However, to adjust their boundary values by projecting in H 1 0 (Ω), one creates an additional term which we control by adding the third term in (13).
In case S = {p}, by Proposition 8 and a fixed point argument, we find that for n large there exists φ n ∈ K ⊥ = H 1 0 (Ω) such that φ n → n→+∞ 0 and P v + φ n − i * ρ 2 n |z − p| 2α V (z)e P v+φ n = 0. Hence, we obtain a solution sequence for (5) in the form P v τ (p),p + φ n concentrating in p.
In case S = {q}, in a similar way as above, we find that, for n large and for any ξ in a compact subset of Ω = Ω ∩ {K > 0}, there exists φ n = φ n (ξ) ∈ K ⊥ such that φ n → n→+∞ 0 uniformly in ξ and
At this point, it is possible to reduce the problem to a finite dimensional. Let us define the energy functional
whose critical points correspond to solutions of (5). We have the following property:
∇E n (P v + φ n (ξ)) = 0 iff ξ is a c.p. of ξ → E n (P v + φ n (ξ)), which reduces the search of solutions to find critical points for some finite dimensional functional. We can perform an asymptotic expansion for the reduced functional and get E n (P v + φ n (ξ)) = (−16π log ρ n + 24π log 2 − 16π) − 32π 2 F(ξ) + o(1)
as n → +∞ C 1 -uniformly on compact sets of Ω . This guarantees that a "stable" critical point q of F generates a solution sequence for (5) concentrating there.
In particular, we get the following result: 
